Multiply-primed rolling circle amplification of human papillomavirus using sequence-specific primers.
Multiply-primed rolling circle amplification (RCA) is a suitable technique for amplification of circular templates and has been used to identify novel human papillomaviruses (HPV). In this study we develop an efficient RCA for whole genome amplification of HPV using HPV-specific primers in clinical samples and establish a protocol for whole genome sequencing using the Sanger method. Amplification of cloned HPV-genomes by RCA was compared using specific primers against random hexamers. Using HPV-specific primers increased the effectiveness on average 15.2 times and the enrichment of HPV relative to human gDNA on average 62.2 times, as compared to using random hexamer. RCA products were sequenced without need for cloning, even when using low-input amounts. The technique was successfully used on 4 patient samples from FTA cards, to generate whole HPV-genome sequences. Degenerated HPV-specific primers for RCA produce DNA of sufficient quality and quantity suitable for sequencing and other potential downstream analyses.